


“�GOOD�DESIGN�MEANS�NOT�JUST�
FINDING�THE�RIGHT�FORM,��
BUT�FINDING�THE�RIGHT�FORM��
AT�THE�RIGHT�TIME.”

The bathroom has advanced to become a significant part of our living space.  
It provides for relaxation, wellness and hygiene – and it is where we find time for 
ourselves. To make the time you spend in your bathroom something special for 
yourself, Viega offers a broad palette of designs. This brochure provides you with 
an overview of the results. We hope you enjoy discovering the various possibilities 
and trends for your new bathroom.

Achim Pohl, CEO and professional designer from ARTEFAKT design GmbH & Co. KG, Germany
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Hygiene function Touchless InfraredActuation from 
front or top

LED technology Flush plate 
with after-glow

Tile-level installation

Our inspiration
From the design metropolis straight into your bathroom: We regularly look for inspi-
ration in worldwide trends so that we can offer you contemporary and interesting 
designs.

Trend bathroom 1: Modern with technical ingenuity
Do you find the best is the minimum that you accept? You prefer clear lines, superior 
materials and individual, perhaps even daring design? Visign for More provides  
exclusive flush plates for the most metropolis tastes.

Trend bathroom 2: Uncomplicated reduced
Where things come together that belong together: With Viega Visign, you can design 
your bathroom with all generations in mind and so that it can be modified at any time – 
through timeless design and quality that spans the generations.

Bathrooms are as versatile as their users. And that is why Viega offers flush plates 
that go with the current ceramic and tile trends in all kinds of bathroom worlds: from 
emotional to rational, from straightforward to extravagant, as a haptic experience or 
touchless.

At the same time, our designer flush plates fulfil all the demands you may make on 
them, without leaving you unable to decide – never mind whether a new construction 
or a refurbishment are involved.

from page 6

from page 8

from page 22
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Our inspiration

FROM�THE�DESIGN��
METROPOLIS�STRAIGHT�
INTO�YOUR�BATHROOM.
New bathroom trends arise from living trends. That is why we look to the creative 
hotspots of the world to get inspiration when developing our flush plates. For that 
is the only way to obtain the perfect fusion of timeless design classics and fashion-
able must-haves.

From low-key trends such as the Nordic style featuring tone-in-tone designs to an 
exuberant-glamorous style that makes the best of sharp contrasts. Or perhaps rather 
back to nature, with warm colours and mellow materials? Never mind which trend 
you choose – the Visign flush plates will suit your needs perfectly.
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You design your bathroom as a living space and use state-of-the-art technology as 
your inspiration. While making sure that high-quality materials, design, haptic of  
an equally high standard with no compromises in any area, including the flushplate. 
Visign for More is at home in any bathroom surroundings, providing highest levels  
of functional safety, ease of use and unique living comfort. 

Unobtrusive or striking?
Choose either a bold eye-catcher or a discreet plate that captivates with its  
unassuming design.

Soft touch
Viega designer flush plates make for an intriguing haptic experience.  
They positively invite one to touch them – even when it’s not necessary. 

Brighten things up with colour
Fittings in unusual colours are fast becoming an in-demand furnishing feature.  
So with a view to harmonious bathroom design, you can choose between a variety  
of actuation and urinal plates in individual metallic and special colours.

Trend bathroom 1

MODERN�WITH��
TECHNICAL�INGENUITY.
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Light as a design element

PUT�SOME�SHINING��
ACCENTS�IN�YOUR��
BATHROOM.
Lighting plays a key role in bathroom design. For the effects of colour can positively 
influence bathroom users’ moods. That is why Viega is emphasizing this aspect, 
too: Many electronic flush plates can optionally be equipped with an LED frame that 
actuates at close range (approx. 3 m). The pleasant light serves as a guide and for 
functional illumination in the dark, yet is discreet enough to not compete with the 
bathroom lighting.
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Metal cooper/gold- 
coloured

Metal and special colours on request

Metal black mattMetal gold-plated on request

Glass white

Glass black

Wood stained oak

Wood is natural, wood is warm, wood exudes quality of life. Not only through its  
appealing appearance and haptic properties, but also through its positive effects 
on the room’s ambience.

With the Visign for More 200 flush plate made of stained oak you can achieve  
a perfect counterpart to wood-accented walls. The two flush plate sections have  
a matching grain, and each flush plate is genuinely unique.

But Visign for More 200 is an optical highlight not only when it is made of real wood. 
The two glass variants give a sense of floatation and radiate a special air of  
lightness and flair. In contrast, the colours such as metal cooper/gold- coloured and 
metal black matt each make an unmistakable statement. Together, this means that 
Visign for More 200 flush plates can satisfy whatever design ideas you may have.

Visign for More 200

BACK�TO�NATURE.
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Stainless steel white high-gloss

Stainless steel gold-plated

Stainless steel gold-plated on request

Stainless steel brushed

Metal and special colours on request

Distinctive design, lasered from a single piece of metal: This is the new, electronically 
operable Visign for More 201 flush plate – made of stainless steel brushed. The 
extremely thin plate fits any high-quality wall furnishing, optionally at tile level or 
with an LED frame. The plate protrudes slightly towards the user, while the buttons 
incline further forwards. This lends the plate a clear-cut visual and haptic accent.

Visign for More 201

A�LIKING�FOR�LUXURY.
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Metal white polished

Metal white polished/metal chrome-plated

Metal gold-plated on request

Metal and special colours on request

The Visign for More 202 turns the WC flush round. Well, to be exact: It turns the 
usual press operation into a rotation. The organic design with LED illumination in-
vites you to try it out – and even tempts you not to let go. The prominent, rotating 
knob represents a bold antithesis to today’s dominant flat designs – and underlines 
this with tile-level installation if desired. The electronically actuated flush goes  
ideally with organic architecture and patchwork bathrooms in retro-styled room 
themes. The colour scheme also leaves no wishes unfulfilled: The individual paint-
work is available in many different special colours. 

Visign for More 202

A�REAL�HIGHLIGHT.
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Flushing buttons are round as a rule. Which means it’s high time to create some  
exceptions to the rule, says Viega. The results are a visual invitation to touch:  
The new Visign for More 204 dispenses with traditional round buttons in favour of  
a bar that only needs a light touch – a little longer for the main flush and just briefly 
for the smaller flush volume. 

The slim bar made of brushed stainless steel looks almost like a lapel pin on the 
wall – very decorative and with electronic actuation for a specially elegant flair.  
Illumination is also possible with the optional LED installation frame.

Visign for More 204

COOL�UNDERSTATEMENT.

Stainless steel black matt/
metal black matt

Stainless steel black matt/ 
metal brushed

Stainless steel gold-plated/
metal on request

Metal and special  
colours on request

Stainless steel polished/
metal chrome-plated

Stainless steel brushed/
metal brushed
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Always hygienic, perfectly smooth, easy to clean and with electronic actuation.  
Install the future in today’s bathroom: The new Visign for More 205 sensitive provides 
for touchless flushing convenience at its best. The chrome frame with the black 
glass element is a symphony of effortlessness and brilliance. To actuate the flush, 
just hold your hand close to the function you want. This is indicated by means of  
a grid of illuminated points when you approach to within 3 metres.

That means you benefit from maximum flushing convenience, while also distancing 
yourself from germs and bacteria.

Visign for More 205 sensitive

TOUCH�THE�FUTURE.

Sensitive Glass black
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Trend 2

UNCOMPLICATED�
REDUCED.
Life means change. So it’s a good thing if your bathroom can adapt to the needs of 
all the residents: with height-adjustable WCs and washbasins that respond to both 
the tall and the short. With a timeless appearance that won’t look like yesterday’s 
style tomorrow. And tried-and-tested Viega quality that lasts for generations.

With Visign flush plates you can introduce modern flushing convenience to multi- 
generation bathrooms – while catering for the whole range of different tastes.
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Good design and balanced contrasts are inseparable. Which is why this classic  
of design plays with round flush buttons set in a rectangular geometry. The button 
for the main flush is slightly convex, while the button for the small volume is concave. 
Because that has proved so popular with our customers, we have gone even fur-
ther to improve the attractiveness of the flush plate, with sharper contours, a better 
haptic experience and modified technology. The very slim plate has a construction 
depth of only 8 mm, so it can be integrated into any wall design at tile level by 
means of an installation frame if desired. Discover a timeless classic in a new look.

Visign for Style 20

ROUNDED�OFF.

Plastic chrome matt

Plastic chrome-plated

Plastic white alpine

Plastic black matt
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Robust, understated, clear – that is Visign for Style 21. The different widths of  
the flush buttons generate visual tension that is compensated by the uniform widths 
of the vertical margins. With a construction depth of just 8 mm, this minimalist design 
leaves no room for ambiguity and feels at home in any puristic bathroom surround-
ings such as a Bauhaus-inspired style. For especially smooth integration, this design 
is also available for tile-level installation.

Visign for Style 21

CLEAR�CUT.

Plastic white alpine

Plastic chrome matt

Plastic chrome-plated 

Plastic black matt
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Bathroom design is moving towards softer geometric shapes in addition to the  
classic rectangles: Visign for Style 23 reflects this with longitudinally oval flush  
buttons, more rounded edges or a chrome-plated frame, reminiscent of a smart-
phone, that makes the plate appear to float in front of the wall. It is available in  
eight colours – as desired tone-in-tone or in a contrast-rich bichromatic version – 
and additional colours on request.

Visign for Style 23

SLIMLINE.

Plastic black polished

Plastic gold-plated  
on request

Plastic chrome matt

Plastic chrome-plated

Acrylic black polished/ 
plastic black matt

Plastic white alpine

Metal and special  
colours on request

Plastic stainless steel 
coloured brushed

Acrylic black polished/plastic  
stainless steel coloured brushed

Plastic black matt
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Strict geometry in perfect combination with a gentle feel – Visign for Style 24 is an 
aesthetic exclamation mark in any bathroom. The centrally placed, vertical buttons 
stand out from the crowd of traditionally horizontal button arrangements. You can 
accentuate your particular taste even more with the bichromatic versions. With an 
optional tile-level installation, Visign for Style 24 enhances any bathroom design.

Visign for Style 24

THE�MIDDLE�WAY.

Plastic black polished

Plastic stainless steel 
coloured brushed

Plastic gold-plated  
on request

Plastic chrome matt

Plastic chrome-platedPlastic white alpine

Metal and special  
colours on request

Acrylic black polished/ 
plastic black matt 

Acrylic black polished/plastic black matt

Plastic black matt
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Appealingly contradictory: The shape is an invitation to touch it. But the intelligent 
illumination architecture makes clear: no need! The after-glow paint charges itself 
during the day from natural and artificial sources of light so that it glows in the dark 
and provides for orientation without the need to switch on the light. The shape and 
finish of the electronically actuated plate remind one of a smartphone, while the grid 
of illuminated points is more reminiscent of a modern multi-media screen. The clean 
white-look underlines the maximized degree of hygiene that you achieve with this 
bathroom highlight.

Visign for Style 25 sensitive

TOUCHLESS��
ELEGANCE.

Sensitive Plastic white alpine
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Visign for More 200 and Visign for Style 23

SMARTLY�REMOTE.
Whether from round the corner, from the opposite wall or from a piece of furniture 
nearby: With Visign for Style 23 and Visign for More 200 you actuate the flush wher-
ever it is most convenient – and at the same time you benefit from maximum design 
flexibility.

Visign for More 200: High-end design
Visign for More 200 makes its point with a subtle elegance and black or white glass.

Visign for Style 23: Visign for Style 23 fits unobtrusively in any wall or furniture item. 
The longitudinally oval double flush button integrates harmoniously into the rectan-
gular frame. The low and high flush volumes are indicated by pressure points. 

Visign for Style 23 
Plastic chrome-plated

Visign for More 200 
Glass black

Visign for More 200 
Glass white

Visign for Style 23 
Plastic white alpine
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Hygiene function
When water pipes are not used for a long period of time, bacteria may grow in the 
water. To make sure precisely that doesn’t happen, all electronic flush plates with 
the hygiene function can be programmed to actuate flushing with freely selectable 
time intervals and volumes. So you can be sure that the water coming out of the 
pipes is always clean, also in rarely used bathrooms.

Tablet holder for cleaning tabs
Always fresh: The Viega tablet holder, compatible with all the WC flush plates in 
this brochure, makes for continuous freshness without unattractive WC deodorizer 
blocks. Simply open the flush plate and insert the recommended cleaning tab –  
it will dissolve completely.

LED frame
Smart highlight: Many electronic flush plates can be enhanced by means of a pleasant 
ambient light with the aid of an extra component – as an aid to orientation in the dark.  
This is especially recommendable for Visign for More 201 and Visign for More 204.

Tile-level installation
Smooth advantage: Many Visign urinal and WC flush plates are suitable for tile-level 
installation. This creates a harmonious unity of form, function, surface and plate.

Touchless flush actuation
The two flush plates for Visign for More 205 sensitive and Visign for Style 25  
sensitive guarantee maximum levels of hygiene – and no fingerprints. The smooth 
surface is extremely easy to clean.

Fully compatible
All Viega flush plates are compatible with Prevista cisterns. That means that you 
can easily install something else if your preferences or bathroom style change.  
And there is also no need to worry about wear and tear: Each plate is tested for  
a service life of at least 25 years.

Individual design
Our designer flush plates enable you to design your bathroom as individually as you 
like. We will be glad to supply you with any information you need regarding individual 
colours and finishes on request.

Visign flush plates stand out not only on account of their appearance,  
but especially because of the intelligent technology behind them.

Intelligent details for your bathroom

NOW�INCLUDED�AS�STANDARD:��
YOUR�LINK�TO�THE�FUTURE.
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Urinal flush plates

THE�PERFECT�DESIGN��
ENHANCEMENT�FOR��
YOUR�BATHROOM.
Coordinated design is an important factor when it comes to configuring a bathroom. 
That is why we supply Viega urinal flush plates that go perfectly with your WC flush. 
Which means that there are no limits to your design ideas. And that includes the 
colours: We can also provide individual paint or metal finishes for your flush plates 
on request.

Visign for More 200 IR
Glass Black

Visign for Style 23 
Plastic white alpine

Visign for Style 21
Plastic white alpine

Other colours:
plastic chrome matt
plastic chrome-plated

Other colours:
plastic chrome matt 
plastic chrome-plated

Other colours:
plastic chrome matt, plastic chrome- 
plated, plastic black polished, plastic 
stainless steel coloured brushed,  
plastic black matt, plastic stainless 
steel coloured brushed

Other colours:
plastic white alpine, plastic chrome- 
plated, plastic stainless steel coloured 
brushed, glass white, timber stained oak

Visign for Style 20
Plastic white alpine
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Now it’s your turn

DESIGN�YOUR�IDEAL�
BATHROOM.
Use the Viega flush plate configurator to find a flush plate in just a few steps that 
will go perfectly with your bathroom design. Using various filters, you first choose 
between the various WC and urinal flush plates so as to be able to select the suit-
able pre-wall element. The installation situation can be customized as well: from 
monochromatic walls to a photo of your individual bathroom situation – design your 
bathroom as you wish.

Discover how well everything goes together: with the Visign configurator at  
viega.com/Prevista/Flushplate-configurator
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Viega GmbH & Co. KG
Viega Platz 1 
57439 Attendorn 
Germany

Phone +49 (0) 2722 61-0

viega.com


